007 from: "007 from Russia with love"

AMARCORD from "Amarcord"

ANONIMO VENEZIANO from "Anonimo veneziano"

BLADE RUNNER from: "Blade runner"

BRAVEHEART from "Braveheart"

CHARIOTS OF FIRE from "Chariots of fire"

GIÙ LA TESTA from "Giù la testa"

GOLLUM'S SONG from: "The lord of the rings - The two towers"

HEDWIG'S THEME from "Harry Potter"

LA VITA È BELLA from "La vita è bella"

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE THEME from "Mission: impossible"

ONCE UPON A TIME IN AMERICA from: "Once upon a time in America"

PLAYING LOVE from "La leggenda del pianista sull’oceano"

SCHINDLER'S LIST from: "Schindler’s list"

STAR WARS from "Star wars"

TARA'S THEME from "Gone with the wind"

THE MISSION from "The mission"

THE PINK PANTHER from "The pink panther"

THEME FROM E.T. (THE EXTRA TERRESTRIAL) from: "E.T. - The extra-terrestrial"

THEME FROM "THE SIMPSONS" from "The Simpsons"

THEME FROM "THE X-FILES" from "The X-files"
Moderately bright ($J = 138$)

Music by John Barry